Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC) is a versatile renewable energy sources thai can be used in a wide range of applications. This paper presents a basic principle of PEM Fuel Cell, its operation and control when it connects with Ihe interleaving 4 Phase DC Boost Converter. The power rating of DC Converter in this paper is about Phase Interleaved DC Converter together with 1.2 kW of PEM Fuel Cell has a good performance. The efficiency of the overall system is around 85 -95% when the experiment is set to a constant output voltage.
Introduction
Fuell Cell (FC) was invented firstly in 1839 by Sir William Robert Grove. It is an Electro-chemical Energy Conversion Device which produces an electrical energy from chemical reaction by an appropriated mixture of Hydrogen and Oxygen. The byproduct of fuel cell is water (H2O) and heat.
In the process of fuel cell, electrical energy can be produced directly without causing any pollution such as CO2. And it has more efficient than combustion engine about 1-3 times depending on the type of fuel cells [1] , Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel cell (PEMFC) is used in this article. In PEMFC, the thin polymer sheet is used as an electrolytic in order to operate in low temperature (about 80°C). It also has an advantage in light-weight, gives high efficiency to the cell. PEMFC can produce a large electrical power However, Fuel Cell is an electrical source that can not keep any longer in an electrical energy. Thus, when Fuel Cell is applied into any projects such as an Electrical Vehicle (EV), the hybrid technique between fuel cell and another bi-directional DC Source (e.g. Battery) have to be considered. The example of Hybrid systems application between Fuel Cell and battery is shown in Fig. 1 .
Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell

Principle of PEMFC
The basic components of PEM fuel cell is anode terminal, Cathode terminal. Electrolyte solution and Catalyst, which the PEM fuel cell construction is shown in Fig. 2 .
When the pressurized of hydrogen gas is moved into PEM fuel cell at anode side. Proton {H') and Electron (e) may be generated by the reaction of the collision between Hydrogen gas and the Catalyst.
Thus, Electron (e") will flows into the external circuit as a DC current, and then flows back into fuel cell at Cathode terminal. This is due to the Electron { e") cannot pass through the Electrolyte inside the PEM fuel cell. Beside, Proton (H') can pass through the Electrolyte into Cathode terminal. The chemical reaction at the anode terminal of the fuel cell is Wj -» 2H' + 2eĨ n the same time, the pressurized of Oxygen is also moved into PEM fuel cell at cathode side. The combination of Electron (e"), Proton (/T ) and Oxygen ( O2 )may produces the purified water, which has to drained out from the fuel cell as shown in Figure 2 when ML is ripple factor of inductor current when switch is on.
By design, power rating of PEM Fuel Cell is 1.2 kW., 26 V, 46 A. DC Converter has to design for output voltage 60 V at switching frequency 25 kHz, which its efficiency is approbate 90%. The value of AKau, and ML is limited at 2% and 12%, respectively.
From equations (6) to (13), we determine the duty cycle and value of components, which is shown in Table I . The system that presented in this paper is regulated power output by closed loop current controlled of the 4 Phase Interleaved DC Converter as shown in Fig. 5 . From Fig. 5 , inductor current ft) will transformed into a feedback signal (W) through a first order filter in order to reduce noises, and then compares with a reference signal fc-fc which called as Error signal" After it passed a PI controller, it is suitable to use as a control s.gnal in order to generate a switching signal by a well-known PWM method for Power MOSFET in the DC Converter.
However the angle of control signal for all four switches (Power MOSFET) is always shifted by 90 simultaneously, comparing (o another switches in the circuit.
Experimental results
Booti Boost
The experiment was set up as shown in Fig. 6 . PEM Fuel Cell is2 6V 46A (47 cells) from Heliocentris Energie systeme GmbH, Germany. The 4 Phase Converter was control.ed in real-time via dSPACE1104 interfacing. Electronic load was experiment in order to control output current yields to a constant load voltage at 60V. (Assume as working in a cons.ant voltage application). However, W will set from OA. to rated current value of PEMFC, then observe the system efficiency (t?) . The experiment result is shown in Table 2 and Fig. 7 . At no-load condition of the Fuel Cell operation, output voltage (which is input voltage of the DC Converter-V ) is 37.6V. And at full load condition of the fuel Cell, VK is lower down to 23.5 V, while the output current </".) is rising up to its rated currenl 45 A. VK and lK will flow into the DC Converter as an input power.
The performance of the proposed DC Converter was tested by otaervmg the ,nput current 7^, output current (IJ) and efficiency of the Converter from the setting of lLREF from 0 A. to 45 A. The result shows thaHnpu. current (/".) of the Converter is converged to the reference value/,, MF . Output current of the system (/BJ is reasonable related to the input current (I,T). It yields a high efficiency of the system, which is round 85 to 95% as shown in Table 2 .
In Fig. 8 The experiment results show that the efficiency of the over all of the system is around 85 -95% which is adequately high for various applications. However, the experiment is set up as a constant system output voltage, which may suitable for a constant voltage application. In the future, hybrid system of PEMFC with another bi-directional DC source is also in the view of interested.
